$10 Million Plus Funding Round Completed by Freedom Games,
Publisher of Hit Indie Games
Play Ventures and NCN lead investment in the future of diverse indie gaming
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — November 4, 2022 — Freedom Games today announces that the company
has completed its first outside priced-financing round in the company’s history, in which the investors
injected approximately $10 Million in primary and secondary capital.
The investment in Freedom Games comes on the heels of the indie game publisher’s debut in 2020.
In just a year and a half’s time, they have published successful indie projects like Coromon,
Dreamscaper, Dark Deity, Cat Cafe Manager, and Symphony of War all selling hundreds of
thousands of copies, among many others.
“When seeking a partner to join us for the next part of our exciting journey, we knew we needed
someone with a background in bringing compelling experiences to broad audiences, and Play
Ventures absolutely does,” said Ben Robinson, COO and Co-Founder of Freedom Games. “We
couldn’t be more proud to work together. Not only will this enable us to bring even more high quality
indies to fruition and continue growing our platform for creators to share their content, but to also stay
committed to our developer first mindset by continuing to invest in our suite of tools and services for
indie developers,” said Donovan Duncan, CEO and Co-Founder of Freedom Games.
Play Ventures shares Freedom’s vision for a diverse industry elevating unknown game development
talent from around the world. Play’s investment will accelerate Freedom’s growth, allow the hiring of
additional production staff to expand and better serve indie developers, expand their community
platform: wiki.gg, and grow the Freedom Games’ indie game catalog even further. Play Ventures’
investment was joined by Nashville Capital Network (NCN) and GFR Fund.
"Freedom’s rapid growth is a clear sign of where the heart of the game industry lies, with indie
games," said Harri Manninen, Founding Partner at Play Ventures. "We believe that Freedom Games
will become a staple name in the indie space, alongside the likes of Devolver, Annapurna, tinyBuild,
Team 17, and so many others. As fans, we are also looking forward to playing what they have in store
for 2023 across all platforms!"
The success continues into Q4 2022 with the anticipated release of premiere indie title 9 Years of
Shadows, and into Q1 2023 with highly anticipated games like Mail Time, One Lonely Outpost, and
many more. Get the latest from Freedom Games on its official website or follow them on Twitter,
Facebook, and Discord.
About Freedom Games
Freedom Games is a publisher dedicated to offering best-in-class services to partners and providing
players worldwide with unique and memorable experiences. With over 50 years of combined industry
experience at the executive level, Freedom Games seeks to leverage its expertise to facilitate great
games and even better publishing experiences.
For more information, visit the www.freedom.gg

About Play Ventures
Play Ventures is the leading early-stage gaming venture capital firm with offices in Singapore and
Helsinki, Finland. Founded by gaming industry veterans Henric Suuronen and Harri Manninen, who
have made successful exits to King and Disney respectively, Play Ventures invests globally in preseed and seed stage gaming startups.
For more information, please visit www.playventures.vc
About Nashville Capital Network
NCN is a partnership of more than 100 professional investors, most of whom have been
founders and executives of highly successful companies. By leveraging the experience and
expertise of the individuals within its partnership, NCN is able to identify, develop, and support
promising, high growth companies. NCN manages multiple venture capital funds including NCN Angel
Fund I, NCN Angel Fund II, Tennessee Angel Fund, NCN Partners Fund, and NCN Fund IV. For more
information on NCN, please visit nashvillecapital.com.

